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Gili t surf report

This is wind, wave and weather forecast for Gili Trawangan in West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia. Windfinder specializes in wind, waves, tides and weather and weather reports &amp; weather forecasts for wind-related sports such as kitesurfing, windsurfing, surfing, sailing, fishing or paragliding. This forecast is based on the GFS model. Forecasts are available worldwide. The
horizontal resolution is about 13 km. Forecasts are calculated four times a day, around 1:00 p.m., 7 p.m., 1 a.m. and 7 a.m. Central Aud. Predictions are available in time steps of 3 hours for up to 10 days in the future. The arrows point in the direction in which the wind blows. Check out the wind forecast for Gili Trawangan when you are looking for the best destinations for your
kiteboarding, windsurfing or sailing holidays in Indonesia. Or use our wind forecast to find wind speed today in Gili Trawangan, or take a look at the wind direction tomorrow at Gili Trawangan. As default units, we use nodes and degrees Celsius. These units are often used by sailors, kiters, surfers, windsurfing and paragliding. You can use web page settings to switch between units
and 7 different languages at any time. Use our wind speed calculator to convert between wind speed units such as knots, km/h (kilometers per hour), m/s (meters per second) and mph (miles per hour). If you need more information about our wind forecast for Gili Trawangan, check out the help section. Current Tide and Informaton Pro Gili Air-Pertama, 26.0 km from Gili AirPertama.Next High Water: 23:33 | 1.87mOth low water: 07:25 | -0.03m The three small islands that make up Gili Islands – Gili Trawangan, Gili Meno and Gili Air – offer an authentic Far East experience and surfing for those who want to go on the road. Surfing on the Gili Islands hasn't started yet as in some other Indonesian places like Bali and Lombok, so the crowds are smaller.
The locals are also very relaxed, friendly and welcoming to surfers. As more and more surfers and travelers discover these three beautiful desert islands, expect the word to spread and the number grows. While there are efforts to make the islands rustic - there are no motorcycles - now is the time to take advantage of the gili islands' status before the next big thing happens. Gili
Islands for the most part each of these 3 beautiful islands has its own character. The same applies to surfing on the Gili Islands. While Trawangan or Gili T is the most developed, Gili Air offers the most local character and is closest to Lombok. For those who just want to escape from everyday life, there's Gili Meno, where you can experience the island's most authentic tastes. The
main advantages of surfing on Gilis are the unique quality of the waves, the absence of large crowds and an authentic island experience in a tropical paradise. Gili Wave. Pic from chantae.com Gili Islands Surfing: When and where Gili is unusual because it's the place for these rare right-handed waves! While there are places that break all year round, the dry season from May to
October is best for tides because they can make the difference between good surfing and none at all. In general, the so-called Lombok Strait – the link between the Sea of Iaea and the Indo-Asian Ocean – is not very consistent, but it can offer excellent waves. Bring a wetsuit and shoes as you can't have fun with coral reefs. Gili Trawangan Gili T can be a secret blessing if the
swell sits. Surfers for which fast waves are no problem are rewarded with long rides and perfect barrels. The site is a fast right-breaking reefbreak, about 300 meters from the southern end of the island. Surfing here can be difficult and large south-southwest swells are necessary to liberate corals, which are also very popular with snorkelers. The rainy season (January-June) can
offer 1-2 meters (3-6 feet) of swelling. In short: Good for experienced surfers Small to no crowds Strong, hollow and fast Best at high tide Pay attention to sea urchies and rocks Friendly locals There is a lot to do when there are no waves. Read more Surfing Gili Air pic lalu Zul Helmi Gili Air Another Reefbreak, located just like on Gili T, also at the southern tip of the island. Great,
fast, if somewhat irregular right wave. Gili Air is closest to lombok islands and you can paddle or you can just rent a boat. But be careful with strong currents and a rather treacherous reef. When the wind blows from the west and northwest, along with a large south-southwest swell, the place has the best conditions for perfect short barrels. While the waves bend all the tides are
good, it can get a little hairy at low tide. Short and hollow surf break Be careful with the reef Avoid surfing at low tide Friendly locals Wonderful views of the empty gili meno this place is known as The Secret and is located 100m from the beach on the southeast corner of the island. When the conditions are good, the secret can bring an impressive swell that develops into a fast, long
and hollow right that brings some beautiful walls and barrels. However, beware of the shallow reef and do not be shy to ask the locals for help. Since surfing on Gili Meno is not very consistent, it helps keep amounts under control on secrecy, which can really pay off for those who have some patience. Recommended for experienced surfers Long, hollow walls and pipes Useful
Locals Beware of the flat reef Inconsistent, but worth the stunning island tastes of the Sea Turtle, Gili Meno. Image by Francesco While Gili T is the most developed and popular surfing spot on the Gili Islands, Gili Air and Gili Meno are worth a visit, especially if you want to discover something new. For those looking for hidden and secret spots, ask, get intelligent and do research
on the site. Experienced surfers should not be afraid to discover new places. Just use your head and respect the locals and surroundings of these fantastic island treasures! 10Reviews3Questions &amp; AnswersGeni Baker wrote a review in July 2019. Portland, Oregon79 Posts4 Useful reviewsGoy beach for water spotsOur 15-year-olds have a lot of fun playing with a loan SUP.
The current is quite strong, but manageable. I have a good time swimming under strong currents. Not ideal for snorkeling to low tide. We rent an umbrella for 50,000 Rp for the whole day and 150,000 Rp for sup. No dining, but the Pearl Lounge is nearby. .... Experience date: July 2019WanderlustStars wrote a review in June 2019. Helsinki, Finland39 posts10 Useful reviewsI spent
2 hours with the teacher and had a lot of fun surfing. (beginner). The waves were strong and so was the current and I had a great time! Do you bring or ask for shoes if you have fine feet because there is an area where you will run on the rocks before the waves? really start :)! Enjoy!... Experience date: June 2019Claire published a review for February 2019. Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam82 posts16 helpful reviewsWaves were obviously great throughout January and we visited them in February and most days were great. Beautiful clear water and beautiful beach in front of a surf board rental. Quite expensive compared to Bali or Lombok but worth it if the waves are good.... End date: February 2019grant324 published a review for November 2018.
Melbourne, Australia28 posts8 useful reviews Here surfed for the weekSurchied here in November for a week as a beginner and got a lot of small waves with great power, mostly between tides. You need shoes because rocky cliff breaks is murder on your feet - only locals can! Lots of plates and everything else you have to rent here and you are only a few hundred meters from
breakfast.... Experience date: November 2018 Plan ahead with 16-day forecasts. Run free free, ad-free, premium camswatch live conditions — and get access to exclusive high-definition cameras. Trusted Forecast TeamPlan next trip or session with expert guidance. Exclusive Forecast ToolsAccess curated status reports and proprietary surfing, wind and buoy data. Change the
#1 Online Surfing Guide Indonesia Start the free trial now click on 'Get full access now', complete checkout and free instant access for 5 days. After a 5-day full access membership is... (cancel at any time) What if full access membership to Surf Indonesia isn't for you? Simply cancel your account during the free trial period and you will not be charged. Using Spot Finder Full Access
members can filter more than 175 surf spots across Indonesia based on a wide range of options. Region → Wave Difficulty → Wave Direction → Dav → Wave Type → Wave Bottom → Season Simply select your personal preferences, click on 'Search' and discover surf spots and destinations that match your requirements in seconds. The results will take you directly to the relevant
point guides, which will save you countless hours of research! Research!
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